
Dianabol 10mg Australia - GP Methan 50 mg

GP Methan is an oral steroid which contains the hormone Methandienone.

Product: GP Methan 50 mg
Category: Oral Steroids
Ingridient: Methandienone
Manufacture: Geneza Pharmaceuticals
Qty: 20 tabs
Item price: $2.64
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Its a tough pill to swallow sure. But rather than feel great about it and feel like I can progress its now a time to regress back to 200kg and build incrementally in 2.5kg
amounts for 9 reps each time so that in 3-4 weeks I go back to 220kg with good form..
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2020 started with a back injury that rolled into covid that started 2 solid months of training that then turned into a shoulder injury so 8 weeks play thru the pain mentality
and bring my best performance I can bring on December 12th..
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